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T.C. Soli, Ph.D., is President of Soli Pharma Solutions, Inc, with 
training, auditing, and troubleshooting expertise covering water 
systems, sterilization, aseptic processing, contamination control, 
and microbiological laboratories. He has over 34 years of 
combined pharmaceutical experience as a consultant and with 
operating companies (DSM Pharmaceuticals, Glaxo Wellcome, 
Burroughs Wellcome, and Pfizer). Dr. Soli's career-long water 
system and manufacturing contamination troubleshooting 
expertise, coupled with water-related USP, ISPE, PhRMA, and 
PDA committee and guide creation involvements, afford him

practical knowledge about process and contamination control and mitigation; cleaning, 
sterilization, process, and microbiological testing validation; and all aspects of high purity 
water systems.

Dr. Soli is in his third 5 year term on USP Expert Committees responsible for Pharmaceutical 
Water, previously served 5 years on the Advisory Panel to the USP Microbiology 
Subcommittee, and helped develop the Water Conductivity and TOC specifications used by 
USP and adopted world-wide. He has authored many articles and chapters in books and 
industry guides published by PDA and ISPE and is the author of USP’s Chapter <1231>.
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All facilities manufacturing pharmaceuticals, biologics, medical devices, cosmetics, 
and personal care products are likely to have high purity water systems. In spite of 
this purity, microorganisms can flourish within these systems and lead to 
undesirable contamination of facility processes and their products. Of all the 
individuals at the facility, it is site’s microbiologists who should understand the 
microorganisms in water systems and how best to monitor and control them. Sadly, 
this is often not the case due to the lack of familiarity with biofilm and its impact on 
water system sampling, testing, sanitization, and routine maintenance. This lack of 
understanding of microbial control often leads to poor system designs, poor system 
sampling, poor system maintenance and poor sanitization practices, and as a result, 
ongoing microbial problems with the water.

This course is designed to provide a microbiology-focused education about all 
aspects of water systems and how biofilm manages to thrive there. Prior 
microbiological education or training, though a plus, is not a requirement, since this 
training is for everyone involved with water systems, from the lab to utility room 
operations. The instructor will provide the necessary background needed to 
understand this very important subject matter. This understanding is essential for the 
proper design, validation, operation, monitoring, and maintenance of a high purity 
water system. Without this understanding, water system control and monitoring 
consists of a set of rules that often don’t work or result in erroneous monitoring data 
and can cause everything from very costly and unnecessary system downtime to 
patient injury and product recalls.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Understand the role of system design, maintenance and sanitization in controlling microbial levels in pharmaceutical water systems.

Successfully troubleshoot problems resulting from poor design/maintenance versus sampling or testing problems.

Devise water system validation protocols that truly validate microbial control.

Validate their water microbial test method.

Develop sound Alert and Action Levels and Water Specifications.

Defend their test method, in-process control levels and specifications to FDA.













At the completion of the course, attendees will be able to:

AGENDA
DAY ONE (8:30 AM – 4:30 PM)

Registration Process: 8:30 AM – 9:00 AM
Session Start Time: 9:00 AM

1.    Basics of Water System Biofilm Control by Design & Operation
        Understand biofilm basics and how it develops

        Understand the impact of biofilm on the commonly used purification unit
           operations

        Understand how various commonly used microbial control strategies work 
            (or don’t work) to control biofilm development

        Understand the how, where, and why of microbial monitoring, action levels, etc.

        Debunk a few water system myths

        Get answers to your own water system questions

2.    Successful Water System Sanitization
        Material and construction limitations

        Continuous vs intermittent sanitization

        The importance of biofilm removal

        How sanitants work (or don’t work)

        When to sanitize

        Common causes for sanitization failures and troubleshooting sanitization
            problems

3.    Common Sense Water System Validation
        Why validate a water system?

        Basic ground rules for water systems before you validate them

        Minimum validation expectations

        Making changes to a validated water system

        Special considerations for lab water systems

        Are packaged waters a viable option?

4.    Understanding and Controlling Endotoxin
        Where does endotoxin come from?

        What are the properties of endotoxin ?

        How do you get rid of it?

        How do you detect it?

        What assay controls are used?

        What are the endotoxin specs for water?

        How do you control it?

5.    Harmonizing vs Optimizing Water Microbial Testing for System Quality
      Control
        Water harmonization that has occurred

        Water Micro TM “Dis-Harmonization”

        A little about Biofilm

        Biofilm diversity in water systems

        Micro TM options and evaluation protocol

        The good and bad of Micro harmonization

        Where RMMs can fit in
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This 2-day course is particularly relevant to managers, supervisors, and operatives taking on new responsibilities 
related to water, but also for experienced water personnel to learn the “true” whys behind what they do and perhaps 
better ways of doing things. Specific positions that will benefit:

WHO WILL BENEFIT

Microbiology Laboratory supervisors and analysts responsible for water sampling and testing

Quality Assurance personnel responsible for water system deviation management and change control

Regulatory and Compliance professionals responsible for FDA interactions

Process and Utility Engineers responsible for water system maintenance, troubleshooting, and excursion mitigation

Facility Engineers responsible for water system design or renovation

Validation personnel for water system qualification
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AGENDA
DAY TWO (8:30 AM – 4:30 PM)

6.    Microbial Enumeration Issues with High Purity Water Systems
        Biofilm enumeration issues (planktonic vs surface)

        Traditional cultivative approach issues

        Validation of your test method

        Alternative TM choices (advantages/disadvantages)

        Significance of water isolates

        Sampling issues

        Establishing Alert/Action Levels and Water Specs and defending them to FDA

7.    Reducing Water Microbial Excursions & Improving Investigations
        What are excursions?

        Water system dilemma: process control or quality control
           (utility or raw material), or both

        Intended roles of Alert/Action Levels and Specifications

        Investigation, necessary and often fruitless

        Excursion responses and impact

        Criticality of valves, hoses, & outlet flushing

        Diagnosing the source of the problem

8.    Water System Investigation "How-To's" and Example Case Studies
        Gathering and assessing existing data and symptoms

        Considering user opinions

        Investigation approach elements

        Recognizing red herrings/false positives

        Recognizing possible root causes

        Water system contamination case studies

9.    Leadership in Mfg Contamination Control: The Microbiology Lab
        How contamination is controlled

        Why the microbiology lab should lead in contamination control

        Routine contamination evaluation activities

        Microbiological training

        Root cause and impact investigations

        Impediments to leadership

        Doing the right thing

10.   USP Chapter <1231> : What USP Says about PW, WFI, Pure Steam & Micro
       Issues
        PW, WFI, Pure Steam micro specifications?

        <1231> Starting water issues

        <1231> Misunderstood issues clarified

        <1231> Microbiological test issues clarified

        <1231> Suggested micro test method

        <1231> Micro Specifications

        <1231> Alert and Action Levels and max’s

        Recent/Upcoming USP water changes

        Discrepancies between pharmacopeias

        New water initiatives – need your input/feedback

11.   Guarding Against Common Pharmaceutical Water System Inspection 
        Pitfalls
        Initial Deficiencies Usually Lead to Others

        Design and Construction Issues

        Source Water Issues

        Sampling Issues

        Validation Issues

        Change Control Issues

        Procedure Issues

        Specification Issues

        Excursion Investigation Issues

        Training Issues
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Registration Form

Seminar Topic: ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Date & Location: ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Attendee Details:

Name Title Email
Attendee 1

Attendee 2

Attendee 3

Attendee 4

Email address (so you can receive order acknowledgements, updated news, product information and special offers)

Company Information

Organization .......................................................................................

............................................................................................................

Address ..............................................................................................

............................................................................................................

City .....................................................................................................

State .............................................................. Zip...............................

Country ...............................................................................................

Phone ........................................... Fax ..............................................

Payment Options

     Check enclosed, payable in U.S. funds to ComplianceOnline (MetricStream, Inc.)

     Charge to:       Visa       MasterCard       American Express

Credit card no. ...................................................................................................................

Expiration date ...................................................................................................................

Total amount $ ...................................................................................................................

Signature ...........................................................................................................................
(Signature required on credit card and bill-me orders.)

Print name.......................................................................................................................... 

     Bill me/my company $ ..................................................................................................

Purchase order # ...............................................................................................................
(Payment is required by the date of the conference.)

Please fill this form with attendee details and payment details
and fax it to 650-565-8542

......................................................................................................................
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Registration Information: 

Terms & Conditions








Cancellations and Substitutions

Register Online. Use your American Express, Visa or MasterCard.
Get your group to attend the seminar at a discounted price call +1-888-717-2436.
Call +1-888-717-2436 or Fax your PO: 650-565-8542.
Pay your check to (payee name) “MetricStream Inc” our parent company and Mail the check to: ComplianceOnline
(MetricStream, Inc), 2479 East Bayshore Road, Suite 260, Palo Alto, CA 94303.
Please fill this form with attendee details and payment details and fax it to 650-565-8542

Your Registration for the seminar is subject to following terms and conditions. If you need any clarification before registering for this seminar
please call us @ +1-888-717-2436 or email us @ customercare@complianceonline.com

Written cancellations through fax or email (from the person who has registered for this conference) received at least 10 calendar days prior to the start date of the event will 
receive a refund — less a $300 administration fee. No cancellations will be accepted — nor refunds issued — within 10 calendar days from the start date of the event. On 
request by email or fax (before the seminar) a credit for the amount paid minus administration fees ($300) will be transferred to any future ComplianceOnline event and a 
credit note will be issued. Substitutions may be made at any time. No-shows will be charged the full amount. We discourage onsite registrations, however if you wish to 
register onsite payment to happen through credit card immediately or check to be submitted onsite. Conference material will be given on the spot if it is available after 
distributing to other attendees. In case it is not available we will send the material after the conference is over. In the event ComplianceOnline cancels the seminar, 
ComplianceOnline is not responsible for any airfare, hotel, other costs or losses incurred by registrants. Some topics and speakers may be subject to change without notice.

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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